“None of us comes into the world fully formed. We would not know how to think, or walk, or
speak, or behave as human beings unless we learned it from other human beings. We need
other human beings in order to be human. I am because other people are.”
-Desmond Tutu
"The evolution of culture is ultimately determined by the amount of love, understanding, and
freedom experienced by its children ... Every abandonment, every betrayal, every hateful act
towards children returns tenfold a few decades later upon the historical stage, while every
empathetic act that helps a child become what he or she wants to become, every expression of
love toward children heals society and moves it in unexpected, wondrous new directions."
-Lloyd deMause
In every child who is born, no matter what circumstances, and of no matter what parents, the
potentiality of the human race is born again: and in him, too, once more, and of each of us, our
terrific responsibility toward human life; toward the utmost idea of goodness, of the horror of
terror, and of God.
James Agee
“The words of the Constitution ... are so unrestricted by their intrinsic meaning or by their
history or by tradition or by prior decisions that they leave the individual Justice free, if indeed
they do not compel him, to gather meaning not from reading the Constitution but from reading
life.”
-Felix Frankfurter

“God of justice, God of mercy,
Make us merciful and just!
Help us see all your creation
As from you a sacred trust.
And when people cry in anguish
For their own or others' pain,
Show us ways to make a difference
O dear God, make us humane.”
-Jane Parker Huber

“A ton of reading does not equal one good teacher.”

-unknown author
“For to be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a way that respects and
enhances the freedom of others.”
― Nelson Mandela

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. That whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute new government, laying its foundation on such principles and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness.”
-Thomas Jefferson

More quotes on peace and nonviolence can be found here:
http://www.salsa.net/peace/quotes.html

